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Repair manual, operation manual and maintenance manual for Jeep Cherokee cars equipped
with gasoline engines of 2. Roads â€” these are the lines on the map, which move cars. On any
car, you can get off the road, but not at all after that you can continue to move. One glance of
the Jeep Cherokee is enough to understand â€” this is not the car that should be carefully
thought out your way off-road. High ground clearance, smooth aerodynamic lines of the body,
the ability to overcome the rises and depths, in front of which I pass others â€” Jeep Cherokee
was created to be a real SUV. But, it is these cars require special attention from the owner.
Proper care and competent operation of the car â€” the key to its longevity. The Jeep Cherokee
repair manual , operation and maintenance manual for gasoline engines equipped with a 2. Here
you can find detailed instructions, tips and recommendations for the diagnostic operations of
any probable problems or breakdowns of the systems and components of the Jeep Cherokee.
The repair manual describes the maintenance and repair of Jeep Cherokee cars on the basis of
ready-made spare parts in a garage workshop. At a time when other Jeep owners spend money
and time, spending it in car-care centers, you can easily look through this manual and
understand that now you can easily repair your car. The repair manual is intended for owners of
Jeep Cherokee vehicles, service stations and car service specialists. All content on the site
Carmanualsclub. The site administration does not bear any responsibility for illegal actions, and
any damage incurred by the copyright holders. Your email address will not be published. Save
my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet
to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to
function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other
embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Jeep Cherokee. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject
Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience
while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Jeep Cherokee Service Manual. It is the same factory shop manual used by
dealers that guaranteed to be fully functional to save your precious time. Each section covers a
specific component or system and, in addition to the standard service procedures, includes
disassembling, inspecting, and assembling instructions. A table of contents is placed at the
beginning of each section. Pages are easily found by category, and each page is expandable for
great detail. It is in the cross-platform PDF document format so that it works like a charm on all
kinds of devices. You do not need to be skilled with a computer to use the manual. The primary
input for manual transmission vehicles to an autostop is zero vehicle speed with the
transmission in neutral and the clutch pedal released, while the primary input to autostarting is
depression of the clutch pedal. The primary input for an automatic transmission vehicle to gain
an autostop is zero vehicle speed with the brake pedal depressed, while the primary input to
autostarting is release of the brake pedal. Many secondary inputs determine if it is acceptable to
autostop and autostart. A number of devices on the vehicle are added or improved to support
the Stop-Start function. This also provides a buffer for the vehicles ECU's when battery power is
being sent to the starter for cranking. Changes are hardened gears with lead in chamfer, a
spring pinion Diesel , reinforced castings, a higher power motor, long-life brushes, precision
bearings and motor shaft. It will also predict voltage and capacity ah for future crank events.
The IBS is also responsible for measuring battery temperature and alternator voltage current.
The Battery, Starting, and Charging systems operate in conjunction with one another, and must
be tested as a complete system. When attempting to diagnose any of these systems, it is
important that you keep their interdependency in mind. Skip to main content. Request new
password. This question is for testing whether or not you are a human visitor and to prevent
automated spam submissions. We'll send you a quick email a new Jeep Cherokee document is
added. Spam free: Maximum of 1 email per month. Donations are totally optional, if you can't
afford a few dollars right now please don't feel pressured, but if you can Pretty please could you
help? Show full PDF. Get your hands on the complete Jeep factory workshop software. Check
out our popular Jeep Cherokee Manuals below:. Summary of Content. It should be kept in your

vehicle and presented to your Dealer if any warranty service is needed. The warranty text begins
on page 4 of this booklet. To protect you in the event of a recall or any questions concerning
your warranty, please tell your dealer about any ownership or address change, and write the
details here. Other Terms of Your Warranties. Emission Warranties Required By Law. How to
Get Warranty Service. Optional Service Contract. How to Deal with Warranty Problems. Your
Legal Rights Under These Limited Warranties Some states do not allow limitations on how long
an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitations may not apply to you. The warranties
contained in this booklet are the only 1. These warranties give you specific legal rights. Who Is
Covered? You are covered by the Basic Limited Warranty if you are a purchaser for use of the
vehicle. There is no list of covered parts since the only exception are tires and Unwired
headphones. You pay nothing for these repairs. These warranty repairs or adjustments â€”
including all parts and labor connected with them â€” will be made by your dealer at no charge,
using new or remanufactured parts. Items Covered by Other Warranties The following are
covered by separate warranties offered by their makers. Towing Costs Are Covered Under
Certain Circumstances The Roadside Assistance covers the cost of towing your vehicle to the
nearest Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, or Ram dealer if your vehicle becomes disabled as a result of a
mechanical breakdown. If you choose to go to another dealership, you will be responsible for
the cost if the extra distance exceeds 10 miles. See Section 6. When It Ends The Basic Limited
Warranty lasts for 36 months from the date it begins or for 36, miles on the odometer, whichever
occurs first. This policy does not apply to vehicles that have received authorization for export
from Chrysler. Dealers may not give authorization for export. This policy does not apply to
vehicles registered to U. You are covered if you are a purchaser for use of the vehicle. If a hole
occurs because of something other than corrosion, this warranty does not apply. Cosmetic or
surface corrosion â€” resulting, for example, from stone chips or scratches in the paint â€” is
not covered. This warranty does not cover replacement of seatbelts and related components
required as the result of collision. You are covered by the Powertrain Limited Warranty if you
are a purchaser for use of the vehicle. E below that is defective in workmanship and materials.
How Long It Lasts The Powertrain Limited Warranty lasts for up to 5 years or , miles on the
odometer, whichever occurs first, calculated from the start date of the Basic Limited Warranty,
as set forth in Section 2. Towing Costs Are Covered The Powertrain Limited Warranty covers
the cost of towing your vehicle to the nearest authorized Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep or Ram dealer if
your vehicle cannot be driven because a covered part has failed. Gasoline Engine:
Transmission: cylinder block and all internal parts; cylinder head assemblies; timing case,
timing chain, timing belt, gears and sprockets; vibration damper; oil pump; water pump and
housing; intake and exhaust manifolds; flywheel with starter ring gear; core plugs; valve
covers; oil pan; turbocharger housing and internal parts; turbocharger wastegate actuator;
supercharger; serpentine belt tensioner; seals and gaskets for listed components only. All
Wheel Drive AWD : power transfer unit and all internal parts; viscous coupler; axle housing and
all internal parts; constant velocity joints and boots; driveshaft and axle shaft assemblies;
differential carrier assembly and all internal parts; output ball bearing; output flange; end cover;
overrunning clutch; vacuum motor; torque tube; pinion spacer and shim, seals and gaskets for
listed components only. Four-Wheel Drive 4X4 : transfer case and all internal parts; transfer
case control module and shift mode motor assembly; axle housing and all internal parts; axle
shafts; axle shaft bearings; drive shafts assemblies front and rear ; drive shaft center bearings;
universal joints and yokes; disconnect housing assembly; seals and gaskets for the listed
components only. Nor do they cover the costs of any repairs or adjustments that might be
caused or needed because of the installation or use of non-Chrysler parts, components,
equipment, materials, or additives. Performance or racing parts are considered to be
non-Chrysler parts. Repairs or adjustments caused by their use are not covered under your
warranties. Nor do your warranties B. This includes eter will void your warranties, unless your
repairing cracks and chips in glass, scratches and chips in painted technician follows the legal
requirements for repairing surfaces, or damage from collision. Chrysler may restrict the
warranty on your vehicle if the vehicle is not properly maintained, or if the vehicle is abused or
neglected, and the abuse or neglect interferes with the proper functioning of the vehicle. If the
warranty is restricted, coverage may be denied or subject to approval by Chrysler before
covered repairs are performed. Other Terms of Your Warranties Examples of the kinds of parts
that might be serviced in this way are: 4. This service is intended to reduce the amount of time
your vehicle is not available for your use because of repairs. Parts used in exchange service
may be new, remanufactured, reconditioned, or repaired, depending on the part involved. All
exchange parts that might be used meet Chrysler standards, and have the same warranties as
new parts. To help control suspected ozone-depleting agents, the EPA requires the capture,
purification, and reuse of automotive air-conditioning refrigerant gases. As a result, a repair to

the sealed portion of your airconditioning system may involve the installation of purified
reclaimed refrigerant. Such a defect or damage is usually detected and corrected at the factory.
In addition, dealers must inspect each vehicle before delivery. They repair any defects or
damage detected before the vehicle is delivered to you. Chrysler covers all of these parts under
the Basic Limited Warranty for 3 years or 36, miles, whichever occurs first. Parts Covered for 8
years or 80, miles If your vehicle has one of the following parts, this Federal Emission Warranty
covers that part for a period of 8 years or 80, miles, whichever occurs first, calculated from the
start of the Basic Limited Warranty as set forth in Section 2. It lasts for 2 years or 24, miles on
the odometer, whichever occurs first. If your vehicle has one of the following parts, catalytic
converter and powertrain control module, this Federal Emission Warranty covers that part for a
period of 8 years or 80, miles, whichever occurs first. These limits are counted from the time
when your Basic Limited Warranty begins under 2. Section 6. How to Get Warranty Service 6.
We strongly recommend that you take your vehicle to your Selling Dealer. They know you and
your vehicle best, and are most concerned that you get prompt and high quality service. If you
move within the United States, warranty service may be requested from any authorized
Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep or Ram dealer. In Canada and Mexico: If you are traveling temporarily in
Canada or Mexico, and your vehicle remains registered in the United States, your Chrysler
warranty still applies. Service may be requested at any authorized Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep or
Ram dealership. They should give you the same warranty service you receive in the United
States. Make sure that this receipt lists all warranty repairs and parts that were involved. This
receipt will be similar to the one used by the dealer who normally services your vehicle. You will
normally need to provide a copy of the receipt, your vehicle registration and any other relevant
documents. Vehicle importation rules vary considerably from country to country. You may be
required to present documentation of your move to Chrysler in order to continue your warranty
coverage. You may also be required to obtain documentation from Chrysler in order to register
your vehicle in your new country. Notice: If your vehicle is registered outside of the United
States, and you have not followed the procedure set out above, your vehicle will no longer be
eligible for warranty coverage of any kind. Vehicles registered to United States government
officials or military personnel on assignment outside of the U. Who Is Covered: You are covered
by the Roadside Assistance services if you are a purchaser for use of the vehicle. The Roadside
Assistance services lasts for 5 years or , miles on the odometer, whichever occurs first,
calculated from the start date of the Basic Limited Warranty, as set forth in Section 2. Provide
your name, vehicle identification number, license plate number, and your location, including the
telephone number from which you are calling. Briefly describe the nature of the problem and
answer a few simple questions. You will be given the name of the service provider and an
estimated time of arrival. With your consent, we will contact local police or safety authorities.
This is not a permanent flat tire repair. Just call , and we will dispatch a service provider to
deliver a small amount of fuel maximum 2 gallons to get you to a nearby station. We will
dispatch a service provider to provide you with a battery jump anytime, day or night. Lockout
Service Whether the keys are locked in your vehicle or frozen locks are keeping you from
getting on your way, help is just a phone call away at It does not cover the cost of replacement
keys. If your vehicle becomes disabled as a result of a mechanical breakdown, Roadside
Assistance will dispatch towing service to transport your vehicle to the closest authorized
Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep or Ram dealer. If Unable to Contact Roadside Assistance: If you are
unable to contact Roadside Assistance and you obtain towing services on your own, you may
submit your original receipts from the licensed towing or service facility, for services rendered
within 30 days of the occurrence. Be sure to include your vehicle identification number,
odometer mileage at the time of service and current mailing address. We will process the claim
based on vehicle and service eligibility. If eligible, we will reimburse you for the reasonable
amounts you actually paid, based on the usual and customary charges for that service in the
area where they were provided. Correspondence should be mailed to: Chrysler Towing
Assistance P. What to Do If your vehicle has failed an emissions test described in 5. Further
Steps You Can Take, and How to Get More Information If you think your dealer has wrongly
denied you emission-warranty coverage, follow the steps described in 7. Chrysler will reply to
you in writing within 30 days after receiving your complaint or within the time limit required by
local or state law. If the owner is not notified within 30 days that a performance warranty claim
is denied, the manufacturer must repair the vehicle free of charge. How to Deal with Warranty
Problems 7. What Chrysler Will Do Once you have followed the two steps described in 7. This
service is strictly voluntary, and you may submit your dispute directly to the Customer
Arbitration Process CAP at no cost. The CAP is administered by an independent dispute
settlement organization and may be contacted in writing at the following address: National
Center for Dispute Settlement P. Box Mt. You will receive copies of their responses. If a

settlement is offered to you, Chrysler will ask you to sign a form that contains that settlement.
Your case will then be closed. There is no requirement for you to participate in this settlement
process. Usually, this will be at a dealership near you. Neither you, the dealer nor Chrysler need
be present. This statement will include the decision, any action to be taken by the dealer or
Chrysler and the time by which the action must be taken. The decision will be binding on the
dealer and Chrysler but not on you unless you accept the decision. Whether or not you decide
to submit your dispute to the Process, you are free to pursue other legal remedies. Notice Under
State Lemon Laws 7. These laws vary from state to Chrysler Customer Assistance Center that
can help you state. If your state law allows, Chrysler requires that you wherever you happen to
be. In all other states, we P. Box ask that you give us written notice of any service Auburn Hills,
Michigan difficulty. Send your written notice to the Chrysler Phone: Customer Assistance
Center at the address in 7. To contact Chrysler by email, simply access the following website:
www. Customer Service Chrysler Centre P. Santa Fe, C. Several plans are available, covering
various time-and-mileage periods and various sets of components. Ask your dealer for details.
Maintenance 9. Regular, scheduled maintenance is essential to trouble-free operation. The
dealership technicians are specifically trained to proficiently perform maintenance and repair
procedures on your Chrysler Group LLC vehicle. All Vehicles. Get notified when we add a new
Jeep Cherokee Manual Notify me. Get notified when we add a new JeepCherokee Manual. Notify
me. We cover 60 Jeep vehicles, were you looking for one of these? Thanks for visiting my little
site! Can you help keep us online? Or add your coupon if you have it? Thank you for visiting
OnlyManuals. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance, and to
provide you with relevant advertising. If you continue browsing the site, you agree to the use of
cookies on this website. See our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. See our Privacy Policy
and User Agreement for details. Our sales associates and team members are always available to
assist past and present customers with any and all of their needs, even if that means a service
manual. Here you will find the supplemental manual for the Uconnect 5. SlideShare Explore
Search You. Submit Search. Home Explore. Successfully reported this slideshow. We use your
LinkedIn profile and activity data to personalize ads and to show you more relevant ads. You
can change your ad preferences anytime. Jeep Uconnect 5. Upcoming SlideShare. Like this
presentation? Why not share! Embed Size px. Start on. Show related SlideShares at end.
WordPress Shortcode. Like Liked. Full Name Comment goes here. Are you sure you want to Yes
No. No Downloads. Views Total views. Actions Shares. No notes for slide. To turn the screen
back ON, just touch the screen. Volume Mute Rotate the rotary knob to adjust the Volume. When
the audio system is turned on, the sound will be set at the same volume level as last played.
During a Seek Up function, if the radio reaches the starting station after passing through the
entire band two times, the radio will stop at the station where it began. During a Seek Down
function, if the radio reaches the starting station after passing through the entire band two
times, the radio will stop at the station where it began. When you are receiving a station that you
wish to commit into memory, press and hold the desired num-bered soft-key for more that two
seconds or until you hear a confirmation beep. The Radio stores up to 12 presets in each of the
Radio modes. Four presets are visible at the top of the radio screen. SiriusXM is a subscription
based service. SiriusXM Premier Get over channels on your satellite radio, and enjoy all you
want, all in one place. Hear commercial-free music plus sports, news, talk and entertainment.
SiriusXM services require subscriptions, sold separately after the month trial included with the
new vehicle purchase. If you decide to continue your service at the end of your trial
subscription, the plan you choose will automatically renew and bill at then-current rates until
you call SiriusXM at to cancel. All fees and programming subject to change. Our satellite service
is available only to those at least 18 and older in the 48 contiguous USA and D. Our Sirius
satellite service is also available in PR with coverage limitations. Service available in Canada;
see www. This functionality is only available for radios equipped with a Satellite receiver. In
order to receive satellite radio, the vehicle needs to be outside with a clear view to the sky. In
most cases, the satellite radio does not receive a signal in underground parking garages or
tunnels. Audio 1. Touch the Center C soft-key to reset the balance and fade to the factory
setting. This will decrease the radio volume relative to a decrease in vehicle speed. When this
feature is activated it improves sound quality at lower volumes. Display Clock turns the clock
display in the status bar on or off. You can also select 12hr or 24hr format by touching the
desired soft-key. This screen will time out after a few seconds and return to the main radio
screen if no selection is made. Disc Mode If equipped, your vehicle may have a remote Disc
player located in the center console storage bin. Inserting Compact Disc Gently insert one Disc
into the Disc player with the Disc label following the illustration indicated on the player. The
Disc will automatically be pulled into the Disc player and the Disc icon will illuminate on the
radio display. If a Disc does not go into the slot more than 1. If you insert a Disc with the ignition

ON and the radio ON, the unit will switch to Disc mode and begin to play when you insert the
Disc. The display will show the track number, and index time in minutes and seconds. Play will
begin at the start of track 1. If you have ejected a Disc and have not removed it within 10
seconds, it will be reloaded. If the Disc is not removed, the radio will reinsert the Disc but will
not play it. A Disc can be ejected with the radio and ignition OFF. The display will show the track
number, and index time in minutes and sec-onds. Once the desired selection is made you can
chose from the available media by touching the soft-key. If you insert a Auxiliary device with the
ignition ON, the unit will switch to AUX mode and begin to play when you insert the device
cable. Controlling the Auxiliary Device The control of the auxiliary device e. The vehicle radio
unit is acting as the amplifier for audio output from the Auxiliary device. Therefore if the volume
control on the Auxiliary device is set too low, there will be insufficient audio signal for the radio
unit to play the music on the device. See the pairing procedure in this manual for further details.
NOTE: For mobile phone compatibility and pairing instructions, please visit www. Refer to www.
Start Pairing Procedure 1. NOTE: If no phone is paired with the system, the display shows a
dedicated screen. When prompted by the mobile phone, use its key-board to enter the PIN code
shown on the system display or confirm on the mobile phone the PIN displayed. NOTE: During
the pairing stage a screen is displayed indicating the progress of the operation. If no other
devices are paired, the system will consider the first associated device as favorite. The last
phone connected will have the high-est priority. See www. Until then, if avail-able, the
previously downloaded phonebook is avail-able for use. SIM card phonebook is not part of the
Mobile phonebook. These can only be edited on the mobile phone. Making A Phone Call 1. The
Voice Command feature lets you keep your hands on the wheel, and your eyes on the road.
When you press the Voice Command button located on the steering wheel, you will hear a beep.
After the beep, give your command. If you ever wish to interrupt the system while it lists
options, press the Voice Command button, after the beep, say your command. To end a call,
simply press the Phone Hang Up button. In some vehicles, the Phone Pickup button serves the
dual purpose of ending calls as well. You will hear available commands for the menu displayed.
These commands are universal and can be used from virtually any menu. All other specific
commands can be used depending upon the active application. After the beep, you can say a
command. Steering Wheel Buttons You can control many of your radio features using your
voice. Failure to do so may result in an accident involv-ing serious injury or death. Ensure all
persons read this manual carefully before using the system. It contains instructions on how to
use the system in a safe and effective manner. Please read and follow these safety precautions.
Failure to do so may result in injury or property damage. If prolonged viewing of the screen is
required, park in a safe location and set the parking brake. Failure to do so may cause injury or
damage to the product. Return it to your authorized dealer to repair. Do not let young children
use your system. Exercise caution when setting the volume on your system. NOTE: Many
features of this system are speed depen-dent. For your own safety, it is not possible to use
some of the touchscreen features while the vehicle is in motion. Besides damage to your
system, moisture can cause electric shocks as with any electronic device. Use a clean and dry
micro fiber lens cleaning cloth in order to clean the touchscreen. Operation is subject to the
following two conditions: 1 this device may not cause harmful interference, and 2 this device
must accept any interference received, includ-ing interference that may cause undesired
operation. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful
interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio
fre-quency energy and, if not installed and used in accor-dance with the instructions, may cause
harmful inter-ference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference
will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to
radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the
user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures: Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver. Safety Information Exposure to
Radio Frequency Radiation The radiated output power of the this internal wireless radio is far
below the FCC radio frequency exposure limits. Nevertheless, the wireless radio shall be used
in such a manner that the radio is 20 cm or further from the human body. The internal wireless
radio operates within guidelines found in radio frequency safety standards and
recom-mendations, which reflect the consensus of the scientific community. The radio
manufacturer believes the internal wireless radio is safe for use by consumers. The level of
energy emitted is far less than the electromagnetic energy emit-ted by wireless devices such as
mobile phones. However, the use of wireless radios may be restricted in some situations or
environments, such as aboard airplanes. If you are unsure of restrictions, you are encouraged
to ask for authorization before turning on the wireless radio. You just clipped your first slide!
Clipping is a handy way to collect important slides you want to go back to later. Now customize

the name of a clipboard to store your clips. Visibility Others can see my Clipboard. Cancel Save.
We have Jeep Cherokee manuals covering a total of 62 years of production. This like all of our
manuals is available to download for free in PDF format. How to download a Jeep Cherokee
Repair Manual for any year. In total, that's over pages of content dedicated to your Jeep
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